UNM Historic Preservation Committee
Monthly meeting
Monday November 2, 2015
11:00 PM-12:00 PM

Committee Members Attending:
Patrick Hogan, Christopher Lee Grobeck, Audra Bellmore, Justine Andrews, Steve Yourstone

Additional Attendees
Taudy Miller PDC,

Minutes prepared by Taudy Miller

Item 1: Review Physics and Astronomy Interdisciplinary Sciences, (PAIS) Building site

The committee was given a brief review of current and future capital projects which include:
- Farris Engineering Center gut and remodel with new facades.
- Food container located at engineering portion of campus
- Smith Plaza remodel planning
- Dominici Phase 3 nursing building
- Johnson Center remodel phase I
- Anderson School of Management phase I
- PAIS new building

The projects are in varied stages of development. Plans, updates and designs will be shared with the committee as they develop.

Item 2: Review Redondo Road Concepts

The plan to site the PAIS building at the reservoir site adjacent to Yale Mall and extending to Central Ave were reviewed. The University is completing a transportation study of Redondo which looks at a full utilization of the Water reservoir site including:
- Possibilities of closing or modifying circulation of the section of Redondo between Yale and Stanford
- Decker Parish Sabatini and Bridges and Paxton engineers has been contracted to complete the transportation study and address circulation, services and facility requires in that section of Redondo.

The plan with alternatives will be completed in December 2016
  - Preliminary traffic studies have revealed that pedestrian and bicycle traffic is the predominate mode of traffic and peak hour car traffic is as low as appx. 100 counts.
  - Popejoy requires a better event staging area
  - Deliveries to the Bookstore, Popejoy and the Sub use this portion of Redondo as do UNM services vehicles, the study will address accommodations for all UNM users including PATS buses
  - Pedestrians need safer access and movement through his section

- The University will acquire both the reservoir and the pump house located on the South east corner of Yale and Redondo. The pump house is not registered however the university would like to notify the state that the building will be removed.
Outcomes:

The HPC will arrange to document the pump house once UNM has ownership and keys. HPC will notify SHPO that it will be demolished.

Item 3: Additional Agenda Items and Discussion:

The following agenda items were deferred to the December meeting:

- Review of October 5, 2015 meeting minutes
- Anthropology Annex assessment (Francisco Uvina)
- PHI initiative (Francisco Uvina)